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v = L * di / dt

i = C * dv / dt

Just two differential equations



These four files are old, but while tallying up to 

only 305 KB, they can be used for analyses that are 

as varied and versatile as that kind of thing can be.

There are even some things you can do with them 

that some modern software can’t do.





This is a simple RC network charging from a DC source.

The first order differential equation is put into a loop which simulates 

in software, the actual process under consideration.



When we add an AC source in series with the DC source, the output 

waveform reflects the effects of both of them.



Looking at an overlay:

cap_rise.bas



Putting a picture together.



This oscillator simulation uses fixed values 

of its resistors and capacitors. 

rcosc01.bas



In this simulation, the value of the timing resistance

is arbitrarily varied during the time interval under

examination. 

rcosc02.bas



Drawing pictures in GWBASIC

how2draw.bas



Horizontal axis issue:



We apply an exponentially decaying waveform to the input of a 

single-pole lowpass filter and calculate the output.

mult_rc.bas



We can apply agency-specified waveforms to circuit inputs:

catatran.bas



Structure of EMI Filter Pin



The human body model of an electrostatic discharge (ESD) event is 

applied to a connector’s filter-pin.



The human body model of an electrostatic discharge (ESD) event is 

applied to a connector’s filter-pin.

esdbody.bas



See: http://www.advansi.com/data/EffectsofSimulElectroMpulseonCA.pdf

This paper describes a variety of lightning simulations

including the Douglas Aircraft BXU7026.



Lightning strike equivalent circuit of Douglas specification BXU7026.

See: http://www.advansi.com/data/EffectsofSimulElectroMpulseonCA.pdf



Lightning strike equivalent circuit per Boeing specification BXU7026.

bxu_sim1.bas



Lightning strike equivalent circuit per Boeing specification BXU7026.

bxu7026a.bas



Examining A Curio

bxu7026b.bas



Constant power decay of the voltage of a charged super-capacitor.

supercap.bas



Constant power decay of the voltage of a charged capacitor.

cpwrdcay.bas



Quasi-resonant power inverter



SPICE Simulation



Parallel RL response to AC input switching.

( Think “AC power transformer.” )

transpri.bas



Beware of Loop Gain!



Op-Amp Stability versus Input Capacitance

( This capacitance is spelled "b-a-d" )

opamposc.bas

You ignore this issue at your own peril!
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A Common Situation



Recursive differential equations for a whole bunch

of bypass capacitors across an ASIC’s rail voltage 

to ground.



Here is the complement of bypass capacitors on 

the ASIC’s rail voltage with respect to ground.



Resistor Rx was added to the paralleled decoupling

capacitors to simplify the differential equation derivation. 

Rx is chosen as 1000 Ohms in these calculations, a value

much larger than the capacitor impedances over the 

frequencies of interest.



We examine two versions of the ASIC’s current pulse(s).

railpuls.bas



The rail voltage departures from +5V are as many 

mV as shown per ampere of pulse current. 

Rounded upward, the rail voltage departures may 

be taken as 40 mV per Ampere of pulse current.

The actual current pulses turned out to be 150 mA

for which the rail voltage ripple came to 6 mV.

There were smiles.



Half-wave rectifier including a non-linear device, the diode.

diodevi.bas



Half-wave rectifier including a non-linear device, the diode.

halfwave.bas



Half-wave, Cockroft-Walton voltage doubling rectifier



Half-wave, Cockroft-Walton voltage doubling rectifier



A safe method to rejuvenate 

an old electrolytic capacitor.



Lightning strike protection using a clamp diode.

zlight.bas



Three-phase PWM excitation of a brushless DC motor.

pwm_sine.bas



Three-phase PWM excitation of a brushless DC motor.



Three-phase PWM excitation of a brushless DC motor.



Comparison of Simulation and Measurement

motstall.bas
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